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Celebrating Nearly Four Decades of Excellence and Innovation

For nearly four decades, Roman Bath Centre has been the destination for excellence, quality, and expertise in
the bath and kitchen industry. Our unwavering commitment to these principles has solidified our position as a
cornerstone for discerning designers, architects, home builders, and homeowners alike.

A Legacy of Excellence
Over the years, our journey has been one of evolution
and growth, yet our dedication to excellence has
remained steadfast. With each passing year, we've
scoured the globe in search of exclusive collections
that not only reflect the latest trends but also
uphold the highest standards of quality.

Step into Inspiration
We invite you to explore our recently expanded
showroom, a sprawling testament to our dedication.
Spanning over 12,500 sq. ft., it's a world of endless
possibilities and inspiration. Our fixture offerings
range from the timeless elegance of traditional
designs to the sleek sophistication of modern
aesthetics, ensuring there's something to satisfy
every taste. From luxurious rain showers, exquisite
faucets, smart toilets, and stylish vanities to
freestanding bathtubs, gleaming mirrors, and
exquisite accessories, you can touch and feel the
beauty of our unique showroom experience.

Personalized Service,Always
At Roman Bath Centre, our commitment goes
beyond offering outstanding products; it's about
providing a personalized approach. Our friendly and
knowledgeable staff is the bedrock of our success.
They stand ready to assist you in discovering the
perfect items at the best prices, answering your
questions, and guiding you at every step of your
journey. From the initial selection process to the
moment of delivery, our unwavering commitment to
service ensures a seamless experience. We believe
in fostering lasting relationships with our valued
customers.

Explore, Discover, Experience the Difference
Come visit our showroom today, where you'll not
only explore the latest trends but also experience
the Roman Bath Centre difference. We're more
than just a showroom; we're your partner in creating
the bathroom and kitchen spaces of your dreams.







Elements Collection - Terrazzo covers, a stunning
blend of recycled glass, white marble and mother of
pearl, hand polished to perfection.
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THE ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES OF CONCRETE

MAKE ANY DESIGN STAND OUT W ITH BALUX

©Brooke Stephenson

Shower drains
to inspire.

More options. More flexibility. No barriers.

Self expression is just the beginning.You focus on the design,

weʼllmake the water disappear — and if desired, the drain can disappear as well.

®

www.infinitydrain.comMade in the USA



Luxury European
towel warmers

W4408TuzioSorano in PVD brushed gold shown

icobath.com



WETSTYLE • HANDCRAFTED IN MONTREAL, CANADA • T: 1 888 536.9001 • WETSTYLE.CA

Bauhaus 36” Wall-mount Vanity
Pacific Blue & Walnut

Bauhaus Lavatory Sink 36”
Made from WETMAR BiO™
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Catalano & Newform: Twoindustry leading Italian brands, proudlydistributedby:

Antibacterial protection99,99%
Standardonall Catalano products

streamlinecanada.ca



FUTURISMO COLLECTION
A design for the avant-garde kitchen

@graff_designsFUTURISMO COLLECTION
A design for the avant-garde kitchen

@graff_designs





DiscovertheBeauty of
LimitlessPossibilities.
DM Bath 2023Collectionoffersmany new options like Paint
Colours & Stains, Vanity Designs, Door Styles,Modular
Combinations,Ultra Premium Quartz Countertops and more;
Perfect for every bathroom.

dmbath.com



A WORLD OF POSS IB IL IT IES FOR YOUR BATHROOM

MERCURY Bypass Shower Enclosure
FIBO BY FLEURCO OSLOWallSystem
LVL Zero ThresholdShower Base
ARIA VOCE GRANDE freestandingtub







waterstoneco.com

PassionCraftsPassion



































Assisting youin manifesting your personal takeontheperfect vanity design.
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www.vanico-maronyx.com

PAMPER YOURSELF TOYOUROWN DESIGN



BATHROOMS | DRESS ING TABLES | S INKS AND VANITY TOPS

CUBIK - AXIS collectionCUBIK - POWDER ROOM collection

MADE IN CANADA
since 1980
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PAMPER YOURSELF TOYOUROWN DESIGN

www.vanico-maronyx.com

Assisting youin manifesting your personal takeontheperfectvanity design.



BATHROOMS | DRESS ING TABLES | S INKS AND VANITY TOPS

ESSENTIA - SHAKER collectionNEOLITO collection

MADE IN CANADA
since 1980
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Elegance without compromise

ACO Systems, Ltd. www.acoshowerdrain.ca
ACO. we care for water

Piano grate

Linear drainage removescompromise; allowing the drain to be positioned not
only centrally, but against the wall or asa threshold and improves installation
by simplifying tiling and eliminating complicated angle cuts. Removing com-
promisesensuresbathroom aesthetics and style is enhanced.

ACO ShowerDrain



Make yourMAAX freestanding tub
the focal point of your bathroom !

With our wide variety of seamless
1-piece freestanding tubs, we offer
a sophistication that never goes
out of style. Be the trendsetter in
the bathware world !

When you choose MAAX, you get
more than a superior bath product.
You get an experience !

www.maax.ca

Tosca



NATIVETRAILSHOME.COM



Get more pleasure
out of your kitchen

When friendsand family come over,we spend most of the
time in the kitchen – talking,laughing,and cooking together.
Franke has founda way tomake foodpreparationeasier with
ourcomplete line ofworkcenters.

www.franke.com
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The first company in North America to
earn certification ECORESPONSIBLE

www.produitsneptune.com

Produits Neptune sets itself apart by combining luxury
with revolutionary design, while steadfastly
maintaining a dedication to sustainable development.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

SAPHYR



















YOU’VE GOTTHE INSPIRATION

The beautifully curated products and influences we’ve included are just the initial source of
vision for your next project.This is just the starting point. Our team of sales experts are here
to collaborate, customize and expand on these ideas. Our goal is to discover and provide you
with the perfect fixtures and solutions that not only enhance your bath and kitchen spaces, but

also truly make your house a home.

Visit our showroom and let us help inspire your style!



883 Ca ledon ia Rd . Toronto , ON M6B 4J1 , Canada
sa les@romanbathcent re .com | www. romanbathcent re .com | @romanbathcent re

(416 ) 787-1219


